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last December, I visited a small Chippewa reservation in the 
upper peninsula of Michigan. After reading many arguments 
for and against Indian gaming, I wanted a first-hand look at 
reservation life and the effects of gaming. I expected to find a 
miniature version of Atlantic City but was surprised instead to 
encounter a miniature version of the public housing develop-
ment in my hometown. The reservation covered perhaps a 
square mile and was scattered with approximately 30 tiny, 
single-family homes, all in need of insulation and repair. 

While I was prepared for the poor conditions of the reser-
vation, I was swprised by the casino. It was an aluminum 
shed - no different than a modem bam - with blinking 
lights over the door. I could hardly believe that this un-
adorned, entirely non-cosmopolitan building had caused 
so much controversy, prompting federal legislation and 
causing traditional gambling entrepreneurs to fear for their 
livelihood. Inside this bam were slot and video poker 
machines, blackjack tables, cocktail waitresses, and most 
importantly, gamblers. All were busy. 

Gambling has changed the face of Indian reservations. This 
billion dollar industry is bringing in revenue to some of the 
neediest people in the United States. Still, debate continues 
over whether some better alternative exists to Indians relying 
on such a controversial industry. This article will discuss the 
many facets of Indian gaming and attempt to justify the con-
tinuation of gaming in light of three altemative approaches for 
developing reservation economies. Finally, several incremen-
tal changes will be recommended in order to remedy some 
of the reservation problems that gaming does not address. 

History 
Early American Indians never planned on tuming their 
lands into gambling resorts. Rather, tribes stumbled onto 
gambling out of necessity and opportunity, since reserva-
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tions were not created with business opportunity and Indi-
an well-being in mind. During the American expansionist 
period, tribes were relegated to those lands no one else 
wanted. When those same lands became valuable, either 
to settlers seeking homesteads or to prospectors extracting 
mineral depOSits, many tribes were again relocated against 
their wills. Tribal economics and self-sufficiency were not 
principal concerns of the federal govemment at that time. 
The reservations were merely meant to serve as small 
tracts of land Indians could call their own. 

-Today, Indian reservations are some of the poorest and 
most desolate places in the country. Most are situated in 
remote locations, far from populated areas and major 
transportation routes. Generally, these lands are also ill-
suited for industrial development. Consequently, unem-
ployment rates can average as high as 75 percent on the 
larger reservations.! Social problems such as alcoholism, 
drug abuse, domestic violence and lack of education also 
permeate Indian communities. The very few Indians who 
leave rese~ations to pursue higher education and careers 
seldom return; leaving tribes with too few well-trained 
leaders and role models. 

The past 15 years have brought some dramatic changes 
to tribes. Even though states tried to close down Indian 
casinos and Bingo halls, such as one Seminole Tribe's 
Bingo operation in Florida, the courts have consistently 
upheld a tribal exemption from state regulation of gam-
ing.2 During the 1980s, a succession of cases, combined 
with the Indian desire for self-reliance, encouraged tribes 
to pursue the creation, expansion and improvement of 
Indian gaming facilities.3 Today, this growth continues 
with tribes such as the Yankton Sioux: of South Dakota, 
whose gaming business surpassed the capabilities of the 
tribe's contracted management fum within one month of 
opening the casino.~ 
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Opposition to this booming industry grew quickly. The 
main source of objection came from states surrounding 
the reservations that attempted to have Indian Bingo 
halls and casinos shut down. However, the courts were 
usually inclined to protect the semi-sovereignty of tribes 
within their own lands. 

Years of court cases, state opposition to gaming, and the 
potential for involvement by organized crime prompted 
Congress to enact the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act 
(IGRA) in 1988.5 This Act addresses two concerns. First, 
the Act separates gaming into three categories and speci-
fies the regulatory control over each class. Second, the 
IGRA creates the National Indian Gaming Commission to 
regulate portions of gaming, to approve management con-
tracts, and to conduct background investigations on those . 
Indians and non-Indians working in this new industry. 

Under this law, Class I games, consisting of traditional 
tribal games, are to be regulated solely by the tribes. The 
National Indian Gaming Commission is charged with the 
regulation of Class II games, namely Bingo. Class ill 
games, including video poker, slot machines, and black-
jack, are to be covered under Tribal-State compacts. Ac-
cording to the IGRA, a tribe can only offer the level of 
gaming legal in that state, in accordance with a Tribal-
State Compact.6 However, if a state allows casino-type 
games for charity events or special occasions, the state 
cannot prohibit Indians from offering those same games 
on reservations.' Any regulation other than which games 
are allowed is left to the individual Tribal-State Compact.8 

Subsequently, these compacts have become one of the 
key issues in Indian gaming. The IGRA's only require-
ment in the development of these compacts is that a 
state negotiate in good faith with tribes seeking to open 
casinos. Not surprisingly, states and tribes differ signifi-
cantly in their opinions of what constitutes good faith 
negotiations. When a state and tribe fail to reach an 
agreement within 180 days of the tribe's request for 
negotiations, the tribe may flle a complaint in Federal 
District Court. The court then gives the state and tribe 60 
additional days in which to reach a compromise before 
sending both sides' original proposals to a mediator. This 
mediator then selects one of the two proposals. The state 
and tribe are then allowed another 60 days to ratify the 
compact. Failure to ratify the mediator'S choice sends the 
issue directly to the Secretary of the Interior, who makes 
the fmal, binding decision.9 

At least 20 states have become involved in gaming-related 
litigation;IQ however, the decisions in these cases have 
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generally favored the Indians. Additionally, Interior Secre-
tary Bruce Babbitt, who has determined a number of ma-
jor compacts, has been consistent in protecting Indian in-
terests,u Thus, states may actually lose more than they 
gain by refusing to negotiate with tribes. While reservation 
casinos are not subject to state sales and property taxes, 
states have other avenues available to make Indian gaming 
profitable to both the tribe and the state. The Mashantuck-
et Pequot tribe will pay the state of Connecticut at least 
$100 million this year in order to remain the only casino 
with slot machines in the state, essentially eliminating all 
in-state competition.12 This agreement benefits the Pequots 
and provides a significant revenue boost to the state. 

(7n 1991 alone, Indian gaming 
boasted a growth rate of 

1 05 perce,,!~ while the industry 
as a whole experienced growth 

at under one percent." 

States are not the only opponents of Indian gaming; the 
casino industry has also been polarized by Indian gaming. 
The industry's suppliers of slot machines, video poker ma-
chines and casino management services are finding this 
new market quite profitable. On the other hand, when the 
"nation's largest gaming facility," the Foxwoods High Stakes 
Bingo and Casino Resort in Connecticut,U was opened by 
the Mashantucket Pequot tribe last year, the big casinos in 
Las Vegas, Reno, Nevada, and Atlantic City, New Jersey, 
watched closely. These rivals have reason for concern. In 
1991 alone, Indian gaming boasted a growth rate of 105 
percent, while the industry as a whole experienced growth 
at under one percent 14 In fact, non-Indian casinos are be-
ginning to feel threatened by the Indians. Donald Trump, 
creator of the nation's largest casino in operation, the Taj 
Mahal in Atlantic City, has repeatedly attacked the constitu-
tionality of the IGRA, alleging that the Act gives Indians an 
unfair advantage in the gambling industry,lS 

All of this controversy over gaming has raised the possi-
bility that Congress may be forced to establish clearer 
rules for tribal casinos. Current law does not address all 
of the important issues surrounding gaming and states, 
and non-Indian casino operators are pressuring Congress 
to take another look at the IGRA. General Indian senti-
ment is that the present Congress is not as sympathetic to 
the tribes as was the 1988 Congress.16 Any revisions in 
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the IGRA could mean big changes, especially in the 
tribes' positions relative to the states. 

On the other hand, Indian tribes are happy with the out-
comes the IGRA has produced. In less than a decade, 
Indian gaming has become a $6 billion industry!7 and is the 
only industJ:y to give many tribes hope for the future. The 
revenue from Bingo halls and casinos has enabled tribes to 
provide much~needed jobs, social services and stability to 
tribal members. Additionally, tribes now have funds to in-
vest in their futur~. Higher education scholarships and in~ 
frastructure development are two of the ways Indians are 
trying to improve their communities with gaming revenues. 

Alternatives 
While gaming has yielded great rewards for Indian tribes, 
debate continues over creating long-tenn economic 
development on reservations through gaming. A number 
of other options have been, and continue to be, consid-
ered, including private development of reservations, the 
replacement of the Bureau of Indian Affairs with direct 
grants to tribes, and micr~enterprise development. 

The three main stakeholders in Indian policy - the 
Indians, the federal government and the states - have 
strong feelings about gaming and the alternative methods 
of economic development. ObViously, the Indians have 
the most to gain or lose in this policy decision. They 
want a better standard of living, more jobs, and a chance 
to become self-sufficient. Unfortunately, the dire fwancial 
condition of most tribes pressures them to concentrate 
on short-term solutions. Striking a balance between 
providing immediate relief and investing in the future 
is a challenge for tribal leaders. 

Further, Indian culture is especially protective of the envi-
ronment and does not usually support economic develop-
ment that results in significant pollution. Also, Indians have 
a historic distrust of whites - including the federal govern-
ment - and have not forgotten those who destroyed their 
way of life. Since 1837, the federal government has held 
Indian monies in trust through the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 

. Unfortunately, gross mismanagement of these trust funds 
has meant losses estimated anywhere from $17 million!8 to 
$65 million!? per year from these trusts. 

This scandal has not only shaken Indian confidence in the 
BIA but has also created concern in Congress over the Bu-
reau's administrative ability. While the federal government 
has an interest in promoting Indian self-reliance, Congress 
is reluctant to place any greater responsibility in the BlA. 
In fact, the investigative subcommittee of the Senate Select 
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Committee on Indian Affairs recommended that the cur-
rent system of BlA-run programs be replaced with direct 
grants to tribes.20 Indians likewise favor reliance on Indian 
resourcefulness instead of ineffective BIA programs. 

Along with an interest in increasing tribal economic inde~ 
pendence, the federal government plays the role of partial 
protector of Indian tribes. Reports of fraud and abuse of 
tribes by private businesses have prompted an increased 
federal effort to monitor Indian business dealings more 
closely. Thus, Indians are also subject to regulation of both 
their public and private business and financial dealings. 

The third group of stakeholders in Indian policy are 
the states where the reservations are located. To their 
dismay, states have little control over Indian activities on 
reservations. For the most part, states do not take an 
active pOSition on general tribal policies. However, when 
certain issues are raised, such as taxing authority, envi-
ronmental damage and gaming regulation, the states 
make their positions known. 

Private Development 
Until recently, the private development alternative to 
gaming has been limited mainly to the extraction of nat~ 
ural resources from reservations. For those tribes with 
oil~rich land, for example, private interest is easy to fmd. 
Unfortunately, only a few of the tribes have enough 
resources to support the desired standard of living. For 
those tribes without such opportunities, luring private 
business to the reservations is a difficult task. The lack 
of infrastructure, skilled labor and access to major trans-
portation routes undermine the ability of reservations to 
compete with more modem, technologically-advanced 
communities. Those businesses that do fmd reservations 
attractive are not always suited to Indian culture. 

Recently, companies specializing in the disposal of hospi~ 
tal, domestic, and toxic wastes have indicated an interest 
in pursuing disposal sites on triballands.21 These compa-
nies may simply want to take advantage of the freedom 
from federal environmental regulation held by Indian 
tribes.22 Remote reservations are also less vulnerable to 
the "not in my back yard" (or NIMBY) protests that so 
often surround other prospective sites. 

Another major problem for non~Indian development on 
reservations is taxing authority. Although tribes are not 
subject to state taxes, laws detennining the ability of 
states to tax non~Indian businesses operating on reserva~ 
tions are not c1ear.23 Consequently, a non-Indian business 
operating on tribal property risks being taxed by both 
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the tribe and the state, in addition to the federal govern-
ment. Courts have split, favoring both sides in this matter 
and creating uncertainty about whether a given business 
will be subject to state taxes above and beyond Indian 
taxes.24 Tribes and states could resolve this problem by 
negotiating tax revenue sharing plans, thus eliminating 
the need for costly litigation and encouraging private de-
velopment of reservations. However, states and tribes still 
are willing to risk revenue in order to retain full taxing 
authority and to deter business development rather than 
negotiate with one another.2S 

Tribes do not have much to offer private businesses. 
With time and money, workers can be trained and infra-
structure improved, but the poor location of reservations 
cannot be changed. However, with many non-Indian 
communities offering so much more to bUSinesses, Indian 
reservations have little chance of attracting the businesses 
that can sustain trade and help a community to prosper. 

Replace BIA Programs with 
Direct Grants to Tribes 
Replacing BIA programs with direct grants to tribes is a 
popular alternative with Indians. The federal government 
spends roughly $3.3 billion on Indian programs annual-
ly26 for the two million Native Americans in the country2? 
and gets dismal results; thus, replacing government pro-
grams with tribal initiatives may fmd support in Congress. 
However, Wilma Mankiller, Cherokee Nation Chief, who 
supports this idea, has stated a common sentiment: given 
the entrenched nature of the bureaucracy, dismantling a 
federal agency is probably not a realistic idea.28 

If direct grants to tribes were initiated, protecting the 
integrity of the program is paramount. Tribes may be 
asked to restructure their governments to prevent domi-
nation by a particular individual, and other measures 
could be put in place to ensure that the grants were not 
embezzled or misappropriated.29 

The disadvantages of increasing the number of direct grants 
to tribes are speculative. Historically, when tribes have been 
awarded large sums of money (usually by the courts) the re-
sult is an economic boost for nearby, non-Indian economies. 
Few reservations are equipped with even the most basic 
seIVices and many purchase necessities from non-Indian mer-
chants. If grant money is funneled through tribes to individu-
als, the money could quickly leave the reservation. A dramat-
ic example of this occurrence is the Pine Ridge reservation, 
where 91 percent of the $82 million received by the tribe and 
individuals each year is spent on non-Indian business.~ 
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The lack of strong, fmancially knowledgeable leadership 
on reservations may also limit the effectiveness of grants 
to solve economic problems. If the BIA could be disman-
tled, and if the tribal leaders could ensure sound, effec-
tive use of these grants, this alternative might have more 
support. Yet the extremely low feasibility of dismantling 
the BIA greatly undermines this option. Congress cannot 
be expected to fund both the BIA and a dramatically 
increased tribal grant program. Therefore, this alternative 
is not politically feasible 

Micro-Enterprise Development 
Micro-entetprise development, a relatively new approach 
to economic development, promotes the creation of 
small businesses on reservations on a case-by-case basis. 
The proposed programs under this approach include 
modest loans and entrepreneurial training for individuals 
or small groups seeking to start their own businesses. 
While the Small Business Administration claims that 
three-fifths of all small businesses fail in the first six 
years,31 supporters of this idea contend that those that fail 
probably did not have the support or training prOVided 
under micro-entetprise programs. 

"The federal government spends 
roughly $3.3 billion on Indian 
programs annually for the two 
million Native Americans in the 

country and gets dismal results. .. IJ 

The need for basic services on reservations creates a 
market ripe for development by Indians. While this mar-
ket is not abundant, Indian gas stations and convenience 
stor~s have enjoyed moderate success in the past several 
years. The popularity of Indian arts and crafts presents 
another viable business opportunity for Indians. For 
example, Robert Redford's Sundance Catalog and Ralph 
Lauren's Polo Stores both buy Navajo jewelry from a 
small, non-Indian, jewelry wholesale company.'z With 
an understanding of management techniques, this same 
business could be run by Indians, increasing the overall 
share in profits from Indian products. 

The advantages of micro-enterprise development are 
increased self-sufficiency and development of individual 
talents, skills) and motivation. Unfortunately, providing 
business training, financial consultation, and small loans 
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on an individual basis is an expensive undertaking. Fur-
ther, while several non-Indian groups have had some ini-
tial success with micro-enterprise programs, these efforts 
are relatively new and long-term effects are uncertain. A 
non-Indian example of a micro-enterprise program is the 
Women's Self-Employment Project (WSEP) in Chicago, 
which makes small loans, usually in hundreds of dollars, 
to low-income women who want to start new businesses.33 

The success of these small businesses is tempered by the 
fact that the WSEP loses money on these loans, (a pro-
gram of smaller loans costs more to administer than do 
larger 10ans).34 Federal or tribal governments attempting 
micro-enterprise projects would probably have to absorb 
these costs. Micro-enterprise development is an expensive 
undertaking, with uncertain long-term benefits, and is the 
unlikely choice of either the federal or tribal governments. 

Gaming 
In relation to the other policy options under consideration, 
gaming has one big advantage. While the others are more 
experimental, gaming has already proved itself, at least 
in the short run. However, gaming raises serious doubts 
about the long-term stability of reservations' economies. 
Most notably, gaming has taken tribes from no-industry 
communities to one-industry communities. Although this 
is progress, many tribes are now entirely dependent on 
one business, the casino. Should the market for casinos 
and Bingo halls become saturated, or should gaming lose 
its current popUlarity, tribes have no altemative. 

The SUitability of gaming to a low-skilled work force 
is a double-edged sword, since gaming does not improve 
workers' skills. Consequently, if gaming ever fails to 
sustain Indians, tribes could end up in the same dis-
tressed economic conditio!1 that existed before gaming. 
Although gaming is lucrative, it fails to keep money 
within reservation economies. Indians still spend an 
average of at least 50 percent of their household income 
at businesses off reservations.35 This diversion of revenue 
decre:ases the financial stability of tribes, and, coupled 
with political pressures, makes long-range fmancial 
planning even more difficult for tribal leaders. Chiefs and 
council members are struggling to make tough decisions 
about the distribution of gaming profits; the money could 
be distributed directly to tribal members (although this 
money may immediately leave the tribe's economy), or 
invested in long-term' projects, which are not always 
popular among those constituents still living in poverty. 
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Recommendations 
Although gaming falls short in several areas of economic 

. development for reservations, opportunities exist for tribes 
to ensure long-range economic security. Tribes should use 
gaming as a tool to improve the quality of the Indian work 
force. Even though the industry provides many low-skill or 
no-skill positions, management is an integral part of the . 
gaming industry. lack of casino experience, and business 
experience in general, has led many tribes to contract out 
the management of their casinos to the approximately 150 
non-Indian management and investment groups working 
with Indian gaming projects . .16 Tribes want to guarantee that 
their interests and investments are protected by qualified in-
dividuals, yet tribal members will not develop this expertise 
unless they are allowed to gain firsthand experience in casi-
no operation. Over time, the numbers of Indians actually 
managing the tribal casinos will surely increase, but concen-
trated efforts by tribes to speed up the education and train-
ing process would help to put more Indian casinos under 
Indian management, making tribes even more self-reliant. 

('Gaming has taken tribes from 
ncrindustry communities to 
one-industry communities. 

Although this is progress, many 
tribes are now entirely dependent 

on one bUSiness, the casino." 

Another step tribes should take to increase economic 
growth is to develop the secondary businesses associated 
with casinos. Restaurants, hotels, and general stores are 
all supported by the gaming industry. The number of 
articles devoted to Indian gaming in restaurant and 
hotel trade magazines indicates that the tourism industry 
foresees a profitable market for these seIVices near 
Indian casinos. Hotels and motels near Indian gaming 
operations have even entered into cooperative marketing 
agreements and offered package deals with Indian 
casinos to promote business.37 Casinos draw patrons 
who need food and shelter, even if only for one night. 
Tribes should take advantage of this opportunity and 
provide meals and lodging on reseIVations instead of 
forcing patrons to seek these necessities at nearby, non-
Indian communities. 
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Investing in small businesses requires coordination and 
commitment from tribes. The fledgling restaurants and 
hotels require venture capital, trained managers, and 
community patronage during the early years. Uncharacteris-
tic of other micro-entexprise programs, these businesses 
already have a high demand for their service, lessening the 
risks associated with new businesses. Tribes whose casinos 
are drawing steady revenues should encourage their mem-
bers to undertake such ventures. Admittedly, this kind of 
development relies entirely on the gaming industry. How-
ever, should the induslIy ever falter, tribes will be left with 
a more experienced, educated, and marketable work force, 
ready to adapt to new economic opportunities. 

For those tribes not yet ready to pursue Indian-owned 
and operated businesses, such as restaurants and hotels, 
encouraging private development of these industries on 
tribal land is a better alternative than continuing to allow 
non-Indian communities to reap all of the secondary 
benefits of gaming. If tribes do not enter this secondary 
market, they should at least attempt to maximize profits 
by entering into partnerships with private developers 
who appreciate the importance of keeping patrons, and 
their expenditures, on the reservations. The revenue 
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